Date: February 27, 2014, 3:03:42 PM GMT+08:00
Subject: [For sharing] DfS Recognition Scheme 2014 opens for application

Dear ATPs,

Appreciate if you could share the following with your association members on DfS Recognition Scheme. Please send this to your DFSC class participants as well. Thank you.

DfS Recognition Scheme 2014 opens for application

The Design for Safety (DfS) Recognition Scheme is an annual programme organised by the WSH Council, in collaboration with MOM, to recognise projects and teams which had adopted DfS and reduced WSH risks through design of building or structure.

The DfS Recognition Scheme 2014 is now open. Interested applicants can apply for the following by 15 April 2014:
• DfS Mark
• DfS Award

Application for DfS Mark and Award is concurrent. For details on the criteria and application, please click here.
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Vision: A Safe and Healthy Workplace for Everyone. Mission: To lead industry efforts in strengthening capabilities and building a progressive culture in WSH.

STOP THE ASSUMPTIONS STOP WORK ACCIDENTS Making assumptions at work can cause accidents. Help prevent work injuries. More details HERE.
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